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Restokit connects 
exceptional 

restaurants with you 
Bringing the restaurant dining experience to the kitchen table. From the 
simplicity of heating up nourishing, simple dishes to recreating premium 

Michelin-starred meals, Restokit offers something for  
home cooks of all levels.

 
How we started

Restokit was born in lockdown, during a time where it became entirely 
impossible to eat out at restaurants, and thus impossible to eat our 

favourite dishes and restaurant-quality food.

Restaurants have since diversified,  
fueled by much creativity, and out of this came Restokit.
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Shoryu Ramen specialises in tonkotsu ramen from the Hakata district of 
Fukuoka city on the southern island of Kyushu, Japan. Hakata tonkotsu ramen 
is a style of ramen made with a thick, rich, white pork soup and thin, straight 

ramen noodles. Our Hakata tonkotsu ramen recipe has been specially 
created by our Executive Chef Kanji Furukawa who was born and raised in 

Hakata, to provide the uk with highly crafted, genuine tonkotsu rarely found 
outside Japan. Shoryu’s owner Tak Tokumine is also a native of Fukuoka 

city and along with Kanji is dedicated to championing his hometown’s local 
speciality.

A little bit 
about Shoyru
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SHORYU GANSO RAMEN
* OPTIONAL GLUTEN FREE NOODLES

 SHORYU PIRI PIRI TONKOTSU RAMEN
* OPTIONAL GLUTEN FREE NOODLES

SHORYU WHITE NATURAL RAMEN (VEGAN)
* OPTIONAL GLUTEN FREE NOODLES

ON THE MENU OF 
SHORYU
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1. Add 400ml of water to a small pan and bring to the boil
2. Pour the tonkotsu stock into the pan of water. Mix the stock and water well to 

create your soup
3. Bring the tonkotsu soup to a gentle boil and simmer (be careful not to simmer off 

too much liquid)
4. While the stock is coming to the boil cut the nitamago egg in half and char siu 

pork into 6 even slices (3 for each ramen) and chop your spring onion
5. In a non-stick frying pan gently brown each side of the sliced char siu
6. While the meat is browning, fill another small pan with water for the ramen 

noodles and bring to the boil
7. With your hands gently loosen the ramen noodles, add to the water and boil 

for 45 seconds stirring to separate them fully. (To cook the gluten free noodles 
please follow the on pack instructions)

8. Drain the ramen, divide between two bowls. Pour the piping hot tonkotsu soup 
evenly over both of the bowls of ramen noodles

9. With your chopsticks mix the noodles and soup together well in the bowl
10. Arrange your spring onion, beni shoga red ginger, kikurage mushrooms and char 

siu pork belly slices and half a nitamago egg on the top of each ramen. Add 2 
sheets of nori seaweed to the side of each bowl. 
 
That’s it! Slurp those Shoryu tonkotsu ramen noodles while they’re piping hot. 
 

SHORYU GANSO RAMEN

INSTRUCTIONS

Each Shoryu Kit contains enough for 2 servings. If you want to enjoy a single serving 
of Ganso ramen, simply use half of the bagged ingredients. 

Please enjoy fresh within 1 days of receiving your box. Can be frozen for up to 
one month, do not refreeze. Defrost ingredients fully before following the cooking 
instructions. Marinate your eggs 1 hour before you start to cook the ramen (egg not 
included in the kit)!

Ingredients: Shoryu signature 12-hour tonkotsu soup stock, ramen noodles, char siu bbq pork belly, 
 beni shoga red ginger, spring onion, kikurage mushrooms, nitamago egg marinade (egg not included), 

nori seaweed. 
 Allergens: This product contains wheat, soy, garlic, fish extract, and egg. Please note because of the nature 

of our kitchens we can not guarantee that our food is free from allergens.  
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In a pan, bring enough water to the boil to cover the eggs and then add the eggs. 
Cook over a medium heat for 8 mins. When the eggs have finished cooking, plunge 
into ice water and leave to sit for 5 mins. Carefully peel the shells while the eggs are 
still in the water. Add the eggs and marinade to a sealable container/bag and gently 
rotate the eggs to ensure complete coverage. Leave for 1 hour in the fridge.
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1. Add 400ml of water to a small pan and bring to the boil 
2. Pour the tonkotsu stock and original spicy sauce into the pan of water
3. Bring the tonkotsu soup to a gentle boil and simmer (be careful not to simmer off 

too much liquid)
4. While the stock is coming to the boil cut the nitamago egg in half and char siu 

pork into 6 even slices (3 for each ramen), chop your spring onion and jalapeños
5. In a non-stick frying pan gently brown each side of the sliced char siu
6. While the meat is browning, fill another small pan with water for the ramen 

noodles and bring to the boil
7. With your hands gently loosen the ramen noodles, add to the water and boil 

for 45 seconds stirring to separate them fully. (To cook the gluten free noodles 
please follow the on pack instructions)

8. Drain the ramen, divide between two bowls. Pour the piping hot tonkotsu soup 
evenly over both of the bowls of ramen noodles

9. With your chopsticks mix the noodles and soup together well in the bowl
10. Arrange your spring onion, beni shoga red ginger, kikurage mushrooms, char siu 

pork belly slices, and jalapeños on the top of each ramen. Add any extras you 
fancy such as nitamgo egg and nori seaweed. 
 
That’s it! Slurp those Shoryu tonkotsu ramen noodles while they’re piping hot. 
 

SHORYU PIRI PIRI TONKOTSU RAMEN

Ingredients: Shoryu signature 12-hour tonkotsu soup stock, original spicy sauce,  
ramen noodles, char siu bbq pork belly, beni shoga red ginger, spring onion, jalapeños, kikurage 

mushrooms, nitamago egg marinade (egg not included), nori sweaweed. 
 Allergens: This product contains wheat, soy, garlic, fish extract and egg. Please note because of the nature 

of our kitchens we can not guarantee that our food is free from allergens.  

Each Shoryu Kit contains enough for 2 servings. If you want to enjoy a single serving 
of Piri Piri ramen, simply use half of the bagged ingredients. 

Please enjoy fresh within 1 day of receiving your box. Can be frozen for up to one 
month, do not refreeze. Defrost ingredients fully before following the cooking 
instructions. Marinate your eggs 1 hour before you start to cook the ramen (egg not 
included in the kit)! 
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In a pan, bring enough water to the boil to cover the eggs and then add the eggs. 
Cook over a medium heat for 8 mins. When the eggs have finished cooking, plunge 
into ice water and leave to sit for 5 mins. Carefully peel the shells while the eggs are 
still in the water. Add the eggs and marinade to a sealable container/bag and gently 
rotate the eggs to ensure complete coverage. Leave for 1 hour in the fridge.

INSTRUCTIONS
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1. Add 400ml of water to a small pan and bring to the boil. Pour the white natural 
stock into the pan of water

2. Mix the stock and water well to create your soup
3. Bring the white natural soup to a gentle boil and simmer (be careful not to 

simmer off too much liquid)
4. While the stock is coming to the boil cut the atsuage fried tofu into 4 even slices 

(2 for each ramen) and chop your spring onion
5. Fill another small pan with water for the ramen noodles and bring to the boil
6. With your hands gently loosen the ramen noodles, add to the water and boil 

for 45 seconds stirring to separate them fully (To cook the gluten free noodles 
please follow the on pack instructions)

7. While you’re boiling the noodles, put the sliced atsuage fried tofu into the boiling 
water for just 10 seconds to warm

8. Drain the ramen, divide between two bowls. Pour the piping hot white natural 
soup evenly over both of the bowls of ramen noodles

9. With your chopsticks mix the noodles and soup together well in the bowl
10. Arrange your spring onion, kikurage mushrooms, menma bamboo shoots, and 

atsuage fried tofu slices on the top of each ramen. Add the 2 sheets of nori 
seaweedto the side of each bowl 
 
That’s it! Slurp those Shoryu vegan white natural ramen noodles while they’re 
piping hot.

SHORYU WHITE NATURAL RAMEN 
(VEGAN)

INSTRUCTIONS

Each Shoryu Kit contains enough for 2 servings. If you want to enjoy a single serving 
of white natural ramen, simply use half of the bagged ingredients. 

Please enjoy fresh within 2 days of receiving your box. Can be frozen for up to 
one month, do not refreeze. Defrost ingredients fully before following the cooking 
instructions.

Ingredients: white natural soup stock. original ramen noodles, atsuage fried tofu, 
spring onion, kikurage mushrooms, menma bamboo shoots, nori seaweed. *suggested extra: seasame seeds* 

Allergens: This product contains soybeans, soy & wheat.
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 Bringing the 
best of the 
restaurant 

experience to 
your kitchen 

table



@restokit.uk
www.restokit.co.uk

Go on, spill the beans


